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בס״ד

Dear Parents,
Thank you Hashem for another special 

week at Gan Aliya!

We used our culinary skills to prepare a delicious lentil soup in 
honor of this week’s Parsha. As we tasted the hot, delicious soup we 
pretended to speak as Eisav did, demanding, “Pour that soup down 
my throat!” After that, we modeled how we should and will ask polite-
ly, as Yaakov Avinu would.

We sang the following song:
Yaakov was a very big tzaddik
Eisav was a Rasha (wicked)
Yaakov learned Torah all day
While Eisav chased the animals away

Shimmy peels a carrot, and 
Gemma peels a zucchini to put 
into our Parshas Toldos lentil 

soup

The children perform a Yaakov 
and Eisav work – they stick the 
siddur (prayer book) and tefillin 
onto Yaakov and the bow and 

arrow onto Eisav. 

Morah Temmy teaches about Yaakov and Eisav 
through the parasha pictures also shown in the 

Parents’ Parsha Booklets.
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Morah Temmy explains that Eisav 
became red in the face when he 
realized that his brother, Yaakov, 
by impersonating Eisav, had re-
ceived Yitzchak’s bracha (bless-

ing) instead of Eisav. 
Nina completes the Yaakov and 

Eisav work successfully.
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Parent Observations
It was so wonderful greeting parents 

who came to observe our class this week. 
It meant so much to the children to intro-
duce their friends, classroom works, and 
morahs to their parents. May you have 
much continued nachas from your pre-
cious children.

Hachnasas Orchim –  
the children welcome  
DJ’s mom into the class.

This week we learned about the char-
acteristics of Yaakov and Eisav: the beau-
tiful, fine, and respectful way that Yaakov 
behaved, as opposed to the rough, dis-
respectful, and unruly way that Eisav be-
haved. We set up two chairs, represent-
ing Yaakov and Eisav and modeled how 
each of them might respond to common 
scenarios. 

For example, how do we respond 
when:

1) we don’t like the menu for supper; 
2) two children want the same chair; or
3) when someone touched our person-

al belonging. 
We also posted a big Yaakov on our 

wall. When a child displayed self-control 
with his words or hands, he independent-
ly placed a sticker on ‘Yaakov’ to share 
his greatness!

Middos
(Character Development)

Modeling after Yaakov.  When a child does an 
action that is kind and respectful, he puts a 

sticker on the Yaakov poster.

Morah Temmy is showing the children the 
Yaakov and Eisav Chairs – how would Yaak-
ov and Eisav each react to a given situation? 

She acts it out for them.

Yaakov

Esav



Yoseph quietly relaxes in 
the library with a Chumash
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Elisha matches objects on 
the mat with the Hebrew let-
ters that correspond to their 

first syllables
Gemma traces her 

gimmel

Nina draws an aleph 
with a stencil

Morah Temmy sings the abc 
song to the children while 

specifying the sound that each 
letter makes, and pointing to 

the letters

We presented the Aleph 
Bais objects to the chil-
dren this week. The kin-
derlach looked for the 
appropriate moveable He-
brew letter that matched 
the beginning sound of the 
words for these objects: 
Torah, Mezuza, Challah, 
Teiva (Ark), and Aba. This 
wonderful activity creates 
an important tool in our 
kriah (reading) process.

DJ writes an A

Emuna matches magnetic 
letters onto the abc board

Emuna excitedly puts the 
Aleph Bais letters into place 

and then sings the Aleph Bais 
song to Yoseph and Raquel

Language

Aleph 
Bais



Raquel uses her sense of 
smell alone to match each 
yellow bottle with its corre-
sponding green pair of the 

same scent. 

Elisha finds the right spot for 
each triangle

Morah Temmy teaches Temi-
ma about different geometric 

shapes

Gemma plays with the mem-
ory caps – she needs to pair 
caps with matching objects 

underneath and put the pairs 
aside once she’s found them

Morah Anne gives Temima a 
lesson on the cylinders with 
knobs – they go from largest 
to smallest, decreasing both 
in height and diameter. Tem-
ima has to take them all out 
and then put them back into 

the right spots

Shimmy helps Gemma build 
a pink tower, with the largest 
cube on the bottom and the 

smallest on the top

Temima and Yehezkel are ex-
ploring the different shapes in 

front of them

Hashem blessed us with the sense of 
smell. Baruch Hashem we have the oppor-
tunity to discriminate the smelling jars of 
cinnamon, vanilla and rosemary

Sensorial
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Practical Life
This week we enjoyed our new polish-

ing works and learned how to care for our 
environment. We carefully shined silver and 
glass items until they sparkled. We also  
used our creativity to create patterns.

Our glass polishing work

Esti helps Raquel core an 
apple

Charlie and Yechezkel cut 
small strips of paper and 

punch into them fun shapes, 
such as hearts

Emuna helps Shimmy with 
some whisking

Yoseph, 
Shimmy and 
Jonah sweep 
the floor after 
lunch
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Also, Morah gave the first 
lesson in the golden bead ma-
terial to learn multiples of ten. 
The physical beads helped us 
conceptualize the quantities 
1, 10, 100, and 1000 beads on 
the presentation tray.

Yoseph and Shimmy count and place the 
number of airplanes that must go onto each 

mat

Nina then does the work by 
herself

DJ gives Nina a lesson on how to count 
beads and make a necklace pattern with one 

red bead, two yellow beads, etc.

Nina feels the numerals 
made of sand with Morah 

Anne

Esti draws a numeral 3 in the 
sand

Nina proudly 
wears her 

mathemati-
cal necklace 

after she 
finishes 

making it

T SAM IEA CMH T

We beaded our very own math necklace by counting 1-red, 
2-yellow, 3-blue, until 10. We felt very proud to wear and re-
bead the necklace several times.
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Art

Physical
education

Culture

We concluded an amazing week at Gan Aliya! We worked hard and con-
centrated on improving our middos and the respectful way we speak. It is so 
special to be part of an environment where people care so much for each other! 

May you enjoy a rejuvenating and uplifting Shabbos filled with kedusha and 
menucha!
Love,

Morah Temmy, Morah Anne, Morah Elisheva, Morah Ayelet and Morah Miriam

The enthusiastic children dance with Morah Music

 Jonah shows some real 
artistic talent

Morah Music shows the chil-
dren how to play instruments 
– they very much enjoy their 
music time

Elisha traces a castle that 
Morah Anne had painted

The children play ball out-
side on a bright Autumn day
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